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  Description

  Battle of Britain Quiz Sheet- Pop on your military helmet and enter into a head to head battle of the quiz masters.
Get your flight goggles on, kids! We’re reaching for the skies with this Fighter Aircraft Colouring Sheet. We could take it higher, but we might end up in space!The Spitfire was the main front line fighter plane in World War 2. Even after the WW2 ended, it was used for around another 20 years. Colouring is on of the best activities to encourage young children to learn whilst they play. It's the sort of thing that helps them learn without them even being aware of it.
It's so easy to make this paper plane. Simply print the template and follow the lines to fold either up or down. The Spitfire had engines Rolls Royce engines. They were from Merlins and Griffons making the planes very fast with a top speed of 606mph.
Get to know us
Simply print the WW2 Spitfire paper template and your children can make their own model of this legendary plane. A fun paper craft activity for children to do and can be used when teaching topics like the Second World War. World War Two Spitfire Glider Craft- Fighter jets are intricate things, but so much fun to put together, and make a great bonding activity. Kids love all sorts of different things, and if your little sweetheart happens to be an aviation enthusiast, this Fighter Jet Aircraft Colouring Sheet might just be the perfect resource.
Children often have vivid imaginations, and colouring allows them to use it well. The sky's the limit, and colouring gives your children the opportunity to fly by the seat of their pants. This Fighter Aircraft Colouring Sheet already has the wings, so all they have to do is leap into the depths of their imaginations. More colouring sheets at TwinklOr if you would like to challenge your child's subject knowledge, this handy quizis a great resource. The Spitfire had elliptical-shaped wings which helped with aerodynamics allowing it to travel faster.
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        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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